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Aims

Possibly accurate the values of parametersPossibly accurate the values of parameters::
TTeffeff, [M/H, [M/H], ], ξξ, , VVrotrot, abundances, abundances

External information to set the effective temperature scaleExternal information to set the effective temperature scale
(calibration of SBCR);(calibration of SBCR);

 Issues concerning synchronization of rotation in binary systems;Issues concerning synchronization of rotation in binary systems;

Studies of convective core overshooting;Studies of convective core overshooting;

Tests of the evolutionary status Tests of the evolutionary status 
and the mass loss or signs of mass transfer.and the mass loss or signs of mass transfer.



  

Spectrum synthesis: SynthV LTE-based radiative
transfer code (Tsymbal, 1996, ASPC 108, 198)
LLMODELS (Shulyak et al., 2004, A&A 428, 993)
MARCS (Gustafsson et al., 2008, A&A 486, 951)

GSSP code (Tkachenko 2015, A&A 581, 129; version: Aug 2020),
high-resolution spectra (high-resolution spectra (HARPSHARPS, , MIKEMIKE, , UVESUVES))

 Authomatic calculations of the errors,

 Masks to eliminate wrong/noisy ranges.

 Authomatic calculations of abundances,



  

Results for the new sample of 12 binary systems

metallicity: from -0.4 dex up to super-solar in AM-type stars ([M/H] ~ +0.6 dex).



  

Tspect vs Tcolor

Tsp / Tcol  ~  1.015

Teff with a few exceptions agrees with those from photometric colors to ~1 σ



  

Mostly synchronous rotation



  

Abundances

Chemical composition of up to ~30 elements is measured for 18 systems.



  

Am-type stars
Enhanced: Ba, Y, Zr, Sr, Zn. Deficiences: Ca, Sc.



  

High lithium abundance



  



  

Chemical abundances of 14 northern symbiotic giants

Oxygen and Iron abundances (comparison with the APOGEE data).

 Additional mixing processes - thermohaline instability (Charbonnel & Zahn, 2007, A&A, 467, 15).



  



  

V840 Cen (Porb ~ 8.1 days)



  

   

Thank you.



  



  

Chemical properties of the stripped giants in XRB systems

„Chemical properties of the stripped giants in XRB systems. GX 339-4 and GRS 1915+105”, 
Gałan, C.; Zdziarski, A.; Mikołajewska, J., in preparation

X-shooter/VLT, near-IR spectra (R ~ 5000 – 8000) from the ESO archives.

Telluric features removed with MOLECFIT package (Smette et al., 2015; Kauch et al., 2015).

In the GX 339-4 spectrum detected >60 absorption lines from Fe I, K I, Mg I, Si I, Ti I, Mn I, and Al I.
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